
Handcrafted blends & pure single origin coffees with a true commitment to 
coffee growers.

Features:

 A wide selection of blends and single origins to choose from
  Fresh artisan roast on-demand 
 Majority Rainforest Alliance Certified
 A portion of our proceeds goes to local and foreign non-profit 
      humanitarian organisation
 Gas-flushed bags with a one way valves and freshness barriers
 Attractive packaging with our innovative Roast & Taste Profile 
      charts for ease of selection
 Choice of trial size, standard and large formats

PREPACKAGED COFFEES



World Grown,
Hand Crafted



Coffee’s ProfileBlend Description Format

Exclusive filter coffee blends for those who wish to explore a wide range of taste profiles created by 
carefully combining various single-origin coffees and roasts. 

TERRA CLASSICA COLLECTION

Roast(s)

AMERICANO
A remarkably rich, smooth and silky tasting cup 
pleasantly free of bitterness.

Medium 65g
340g
907g




WEST COAST
BLEND

DarkThis American West Coast signature coffee has a 
sharp, smoky aroma with a light body.

PARISIAN 
BLEND

A blend of eight different coffee varieties that is sure 
to please everyone.

MONTREAL 
BLEND 80% 20%

Medium Dark
A rich, complex, well-balanced blend of grand crus 
from South America, Asia and Indonesia.

65g
340g
907g





65g
340g
907g




65g
340g
907g




BREAKFAST 
BLEND

Light
A light-bodied, citrusy blend, that is high in caffeine to 
wake up the senses.

BISTRO BLEND
Light MediumA creamy cup with a smooth aroma and delicate notes of 

vanilla and caramelized sugar.

60% 40%

Light Medium Medium Dark
A decaf filter blend created for those seeking a rich, 
authentic coffee taste without caffeine. 

DECAFFEINATED 
E.A. 60% 40%

JAVA MOCHA 50% 50%

Light Medium Medium Dark
An exotic blend with an intense yet nuanced bouquet, 
strong character and excellent taste. 

65g
340g
907g



65g
340g
907g



65g
340g
907g



65g
340g
907g



COHIBA BLEND A rich and intense blend of Central and South 
American coffee beans.

60 % 30 % 10 %

Light     Medium Dark

Medium 65g
340g
907g












QUEBEC
BLEND

Named in honor of this great city, this very special 
blend of grands crus offers a rich taste with floral 
and smoky notes.. 15% 30% 15%

Light     Medium Dark 65g
340g
907g



    Medium Dark

40%

Intensity Guide

- Rich & Creamy -

- Rich -

- Rich -

Coffee’s Profile

ESPRESSO CLASSICA COLLECTION

Type Description

A rich and velvety blend without the slight bitterness 
usually found in an espresso.

Bold and intense with almond, cocoa and vanilla notes. 
Great for cappuccinos and lattes.

Dark, rich crema with beautiful nutty and spicy notes. 
Intense enough for all espresso beverages.

ESPRESSO
LAGO DI COMO

ESPRESSO
GOCCIA D’ORO

ESPRESSO
VIRTUOSO

Format
65g
340g
907g
65g
340g
907g
65g
340g
907g

Exclusive espresso blends, each with their own distinctive taste, for those who enjoy espresso or 
espresso-based beverages at home.












RAINFOREST ALLIANCE is a sustainability program that 
requires, among other things, good agricultural practices, 
optimum health and safety working conditions, 
the abolition of child labor and environmental protection.

Our strong desire to support both the communities and 
the producers who provide us with their high quality green 
beans led us to establish the Fondation Humaniterra.  
This foundation allows us to donate a portion of our revenues 
to local and foreign humanitarian non-profit organizations.

Intensity Guide
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Coffee’s Profile

ESPRESSO CLASSICA COLLECTION

Blend Description

Specially formulated for coffee lovers who want their 
espresso heavy-bodied, spicy and creamy. 

A decaf blend created for those seeking a satisfying, 
authentic espresso taste without caffeine.

ESPRESSO
DÉCAF. E.A.

ESPRESSO
CREMOSO

Format
65g
340g
907g

Exclusive espresso blends, each with their own distinctive taste, for those who enjoy espresso or 
espresso-based beverages at home.




Intensity Guide Coffee’s Profile

ESPRESSO ROBUSTO COLLECTION

Blend Description

Consisting of 75% Arabica beans from South and Central 
America and 25% superior Robusta beans, this blend 
provides hints of vanilla and honey and excellent mouth feel. 

Consisting of 55% Arabica beans and 45% superior 
Robusta beans, this striking blend delivers light notes of 
pepper and cloves.

ESPRESSO
MEZZO

ESPRESSO
QUARTO

ESPRESSO
VIGOROSO

ESPRESSO
MASSIMO

Format

Espresso blends made of superior quality caffeine-rich Robusta beans and the finest Arabica beans to 
produce intensely rich extractions with thick crema.

65g
340g
907g


- Thick -

- Full & Thick -

- Heavy & Dense -

- Heavy & Dense -

Consisting of 65% superior Robusta beans and 35% Arabica 
beans, this blend offers complex notes of dark chocolate and 
oak.

Made of 90% superior Robusta beans and 10% Arabica beans 
this dense, full-bodied blend offers the highest caffeine 
content.

65g
340g
907g




65g
340g
907g




65g
340g
907g




This blend evokes the true essence of some of Europe’s 
most impressive espressos.

ESPRESSO 
GUSTO

A rich, smooth and flavour-saturated italian espresso.ESPRESSO
MILANO

65g
340g
907g




65g
340g
907g




65g
340g
907g




- Rich & Creamy -

- Rich & Creamy -

TERRA - TASTE PROFILES
TERRA - PROFILS DES GOÛTS



Roast Coffee’s Profile

HUMANITERRA  COLLECTION

Type Description

This coffee’s enticing aroma and rich velvety body 
introduce a palate of nutty and fruity notes.

Savour this medium- to full-bodied coffee with gentle 
floral aroma and subtle notes of vanilla and hazelnut.

BRAZIL 
PLANALTO ESTATE

COLOMBIA 
SUPREME A dark roast gives this colombian coffee 

its very smoky aroma and light body.

Format

65g
310g
907g
65g
310g
907g

65g
310g
907g

Our single-origin coffees are precision-roasted to extract their unique individual characteristics.








65g
310g
907g








Dark

Grown in the region of Yasica Sur, Matagalpa, he offers 
nutty, chocolate flavour notes as well as a delicious aroma 
and long aftertaste.

Nicaragua
Santa Celia

65g
310g
907g



This perfectly balanced coffee offers subtle notes 
of pear and papaya.

PERU SELVA
AMAZON

65g
310g
907g






This excellent arabica coffee boasts strong lemon 
and pepper notes, good body and high acidity.

Inde Mysore 
Nuggets

TERRA - TASTE PROFILES
TERRA - PROFILS DES GOÛTS

RAINFOREST ALLIANCE is a sustainability program that 
requires, among other things, good agricultural practices, 
optimum health and safety working conditions, 
the abolition of child labor and environmental protection.

Our strong desire to support both the communities and 
the producers who provide us with their high quality green 
beans led us to establish the Fondation Humaniterra.  
This foundation allows us to donate a portion of our revenues 
to local and foreign humanitarian non-profit organizations.



 GRAN RISERVA COLLECTION

This coffee is both intense yet sweet with subtle fruity notes 
of blueberry and plum as well as spices like pepper and curry.

This exquisite coffee is particularly appreciated for its 
clean cup, excellent flavour and good acidity.

KENYA 
SPECIAL RESERVE

Indonesia
Flores Watujaji

Format

Exclusive single-origin estate coffees from some of the world’s most exotic coffee growing countries.

Grown on the famous slopes of Mount Kilimanjaro, this coffee 
offers a winey acidity, medium-body and berry-like aroma.

Tanzania
Kilimanjaro

65g
300g
907g



65g
300g
907g




65g
300g
907g






This coffee offers a highly intense aroma with delicate 
sweetness and an unmistakable hint of chocolate.

Grown in the rich, deep forests of the Kaffa region, this 
coffee offers fruity wild notes along with excellent body.

Beautiful notes of chocolate and berries with 
a charming floral aroma and sweet finish.

ETHIOPIA KAFFA
FOREST NATIVE

Cuba 
Sierra Cristal

Guatemala 
Antigua Fuego

Unique flavour is created by leaving the green beans out 
in open air during the monsoon season.  Full-bodied & rich.

INDIA MONSOON
MALABAR

65g
300g
907g




65g
300g
907g




65g
300g
907g



65g
300g
907g



This coffee offers a perfect balance between body 
and acidity and is complemented by nutty notes.

Costa Rica 
La Joya

65g
300g
907g









TERRA - TASTE PROFILES
TERRA - PROFILS DES GOÛTS

RAINFOREST ALLIANCE is a sustainability program that 
requires, among other things, good agricultural practices, 
optimum health and safety working conditions, 
the abolition of child labor and environmental protection.

Our strong desire to support both the communities and 
the producers who provide us with their high quality green 
beans led us to establish the Fondation Humaniterra.  
This foundation allows us to donate a portion of our revenues 
to local and foreign humanitarian non-profit organizations.

Roast Coffee’s ProfileType Description



AROMA TERRA COLLECTION

Type Description

A rich caramel cream flavour layered into a smooth coffee.
Dulce
        de Leche

Format

These coffees were created using top-grade Arabica beans paired to exact flavouring essences; 
to deliver perfectly balanced flavoured coffees.

65g
320g




Rich chocolate and hazelnut notes swirled together into a smooth-bodied coffee.

The mellow flavours of French vanilla and hazelnut nestled into our best coffee.

Savour the smoky deliciousness of chocolate with a splash of raspberry.

65g
320g




65g
320g




Enjoy a burst of orange flavour accompanied by a delicate touch of cream.

This flavourful blend offers rich and creamy hazelnut oodness. 65g
320g




Layered into this smooth coffee are rich cocoa and creamy caramel flavours. 65g
320g




65g
320g




65g
320g

Chocolate
        Raspberry

Chocolate
         Hazelnut

Hawaiian
Hazelnut Cream

Orange      
Chocolate Cream

Mocha
         Caramel

French Vanilla  
         Hazelnut

RAINFOREST ALLIANCE is a sustainability program that 
requires, among other things, good agricultural practices, 
optimum health and safety working conditions, 
the abolition of child labor and environmental protection.

Our strong desire to support both the communities and 
the producers who provide us with their high quality green 
beans led us to establish the Fondation Humaniterra.  
This foundation allows us to donate a portion of our revenues 
to local and foreign humanitarian non-profit organizations.

A rich French vanilla & hazelnut flavour layered into a velvety-smooth coffee.
65g
320g

French Vanilla  
   Hazelnut Decaf

65g
320g


A rich vanilla nut & cream flavour layered into a velvety-smooth coffee.

Vanille Noix       
      &Creme

65g
320g


Layered into this velvety coffee is a rich & creamy roasted Brazilian nut flavour with a subtle hint of chocolate.

Rainforest                     
 Nut



Capture the growing espresso market with these italian espressos and 
their distinct profiles.

Features:
   Certified RAINFOREST ALLIACE, Aliments Préparés au Québec & Kosher
  A portion of our proceeds goes to the Humaniterra Foundation
   Freshly roasted on demand
   250g format 
   Option of  Whole Beans or Ground for Espresso
   Available by case of 6 units (assorted)

ITALY ESPRESSO COLLECTION



World Grown,
Hand Crafted



Type Description

PAESANO

FAMIGLIA

PICCOLINO

Format
COLLECTION ESPRESSO D’ITALIE 

Certification

Bean
Espresso




CASE OF 6 x 250G

Bean
Espresso




CASE OF 6 x 250G

Bean
Espresso




CASE OF 6 x 250G

Rich and medium-bodied with subtle 
hints of spice and vanilla.

A rich and intense blend with thick 
crema.

Rich and well-balanced with nutty 
and fruity aromas.  

RAINFOREST ALLIANCE is a sustainability program that 
requires, among other things, good agricultural practices, 
optimum health and safety working conditions, 
the abolition of child labor and environmental protection.

Our strong desire to support both the communities and 
the producers who provide us with their high quality green 
beans led us to establish the Fondation Humaniterra.  
This foundation allows us to donate a portion of our revenues 
to local and foreign humanitarian non-profit organizations.



Harvested by passionate coffee growers who, thanks to the fair exchanges they benefit from, 
are able to care for the environment and their communities. Our Humaniterra coffees are 
deliciously responsible.

Features:
   Premium quality grains from direct relationships with growers
   Certified RAINFOREST ALLIACE, Aliments Préparés au Québec & Kosher
  Humaniterra Foundation - A portion of our revenues are donated to local and foreign 
 humanitarian non-profit organizations

   Freshly roasted on demand

HUMANITERRA COFFEE COLLECTION



World Grown,
Hand Crafted



Type Description

PERU

COLOMBIA

INDONESIA

BRAZIL

ETHIOPIA

Format

Beans
Filter




CASE OF 6 x 250G

Beans
Filter




CASE OF 6 x 250G

Beans
Filter




CASE OF 6 x 250G

Beans
Filter




CASE OF 6 x 250G

Beans
Filter




CASE OF 6 x 250G

Rich velvety body with great aroma 
as well as nutty and fruity notes.

Silky and balanced mouthfeel with a 
bewitching aroma of papaya.

Medium-bodied with sweet floral and 
vanilla notes.

Creamy and full-bodied with subtle 
notes of chocolate and butterscotch.

Heavy mouthfeel, distinctive aroma 
and a flavourful spicy-fruity finish.

TERRA CAFÉ ET THÉ LTÉE.  Montréal, Qc. Canada  H3L 2B4,  1 800 26 TERRA  sac@terracaf.ca  ·   www.terracaf.ca

 HUMANITERRA COFFEE COLLECTION

Certification(s)

RAINFOREST ALLIANCE is a sustainability program that 
requires, among other things, good agricultural practices, 
optimum health and safety working conditions, 
the abolition of child labor and environmental protection.

Our strong desire to support both the communities and 
the producers who provide us with their high quality green 
beans led us to establish the Fondation Humaniterra.  
This foundation allows us to donate a portion of our revenues 
to local and foreign humanitarian non-profit organizations.



Exclusive single-origin estate coffees from some of the world’s most exotic coffee growing 
countries. Each of these coffees is perfectly caramelized using our own TAG (Torrefazione 
Artigianale Granito) roasting technique.

Features:
   Premium quality grains from direct relationships with growers
   Aliments Préparés au Québec & Kosher
  Humaniterra Foundation - A portion of our revenues are donated to local and foreign 
 humanitarian non-profit organizations

   Freshly roasted on demand

RARE & EXOTIC COFFEE COLLECTION



World Grown,
Hand Crafted



These magnificent beans imported directly from the Galapagos 
Islands come from organically grown coffee trees that have been 
in an exceptional micro-climate. The grains are picked by hand, dried 
in the sun then washed. Due to the climatic conditions exceptional, 
this coffee offers a remarkable aroma and excellent body. A rare pearl 
with an exceptional bouquet and fine taste. 
 
TASTE PROFILE: Lots of body with a powerful aroma. 
 
REGION: Santa Cruz 
CERTIFICATION(S): Humaniterra, Aliment préparé au Québec & Kosher Foods. 
 
FORMATS AVAILABLE:

GALÁPAGOS ISLANDS

RARE & EXOTIC COFFEE

BULK 1 KG 250 GR125 GRBULK 3 KG

To place an order: commercial@terracaf.ca or 514 381 2571 Extension: 221

tmtm



To place an order: commercial@terracaf.ca or 514 381 2571 Extension: 221

BULK 1 KG 250 GR125 GRBULK 3 KG

tmtm

Nestled in a ravine of tropical splendor, bordered by meandering 
rivers of crystal clear waters and perched on an incline, stands 
the beautiful Blue Baron Estate. Ripe cherries are lovingly handpicked
by crews of trained harvesters. This coffee is distinguished by its incredible 
fragrance, delicate aroma and amazing sweetness. It has several characteristics
perfectly balanced, it is among the most distinguished coffees in the world.

TASTE PROFILE: Offers an incredible aroma, a delicate flavour and a naturally sweet taste. 
 
REGION: West Portland 
CERTIFICATION(S): Humaniterra, Aliment préparé au Québec & Kosher Foods. 
 
FORMATS AVAILABLE:

RARE & EXOTIC COFFEE

JAMAICA BLUE MOUNTAIN



This coffee is carefully cultivated at about 2000 feet above sea level 
at the Baronhall Estate farm in St Ann, in Jamaica. With approximately 
300 hectares of outskirts, the Domaine Baronhall is the largest 
coffee plantation in Jamaica. They use the same plants as the famous 
Blue Mountain coffee. However, the estate is located in a different mountain range,
in the middle of the island. 

TASTE PROFILE: This coffee is rich and full-bodied with a fruity and hazelnut aftertaste.
REGION: North Clarendon

CERTIFICATION(S): Humaniterra, Aliment préparé au Québec & Kosher Foods. 
 
FORMATS AVAILABLE:

JAMAICA HIGH MOUNTAIN

RARE & EXOTIC COFFEE

BULK 1 KG 250 GR125 GRBULK 3 KG

To place an order: commercial@terracaf.ca or 514 381 2571 Extension: 221

tmtm



The kingdom of Nepal is a multicultural country with strong roots 
in their traditions and renowned for their magnifcent mountains. 
The estate encourages local growers by providing them with educational 
and agricultural assistance. Its environmental commitment towards the land
(soil conservation) and forests (reforestation) helps to also to protect and preserve 
various endangered species. Produced organically, this coffee has a refined flavour, excellent body 
and good acidity.

TASTE PROFILE: Rich and caramelized with excellent body and good acidity. 

REGION : Ganesh
CERTIFICATION(S) : Humaniterra, Aliment préparé au Québec & Kosher Foods.

FORMATS AVAILABLE:

NEPAL MOUNT EVEREST

RARE & EXOTIC COFFEE

BULK 1 KG 250 GR125 GRBULK 3 KG

To place an order: commercial@terracaf.ca or 514 381 2571 Extension: 221

tmtm



This coffee is grown at approximately 2500 meters above sea level 
in Bani Ismail. It offers a powerful, complex and fruity taste. 
Its dark and deep notes are extremely desired, for example: sage, 
tobacco, leather, dried fruit, cardamom and wood notes. It offers an intense 
fragrance when ground and then an intoxicating aroma when infused, creating 
what we call the “Yemen Syndrome”.

TASTE PROFILE: Complex and poignant with notes of berries, sage and tobacco.

REGION : Bani Ismail
CERTIFICATION(S) : Humaniterra, Aliment préparé au Québec & Kosher Foods.

FORMATS AVAILABLE: 

YEMEN MOCHA ISMAILI

RARE & EXOTIC COFFEE

BULK 1 KG 250 GR125 GRBULK 3 KG

To place an order: commercial@terracaf.ca or 514 381 2571 Extension: 221

tmtm



This coffee from Yemen is grown almost exactly as it has been 
for hundreds of years in Bani matar: without the use of synthetic 
fertilizers, pesticides or herbicides (organic). The beans are dried,
 husked, sorted and cleaned by hand. It offers a remarkable cup that 
is highly appreciated by experts all over the world!

TASTE PROFILE: This coffee offers an acidic, full-bodied, fragrant, wine-flavoured cup. 
du monde entier!

REGION : Bani Matar
CERTIFICATION(S) : Humaniterra, Aliment préparé au Québec & Kosher Foods.

FORMATS AVAILABLE: 

YEMEN MOKA MATTARI

RARE & EXOTIC COFFEE

BULK 1 KG 250 GR125 GRBULK 3 KG

To place an order: commercial@terracaf.ca or 514 381 2571 Extension: 221

tmtm



Kopi luwak, consists of coffee beans that have passed through 
the digestive system of the Asian palm civet. After gathering, 
thorough washing, sun drying, roasting and brewing, the Kopi Luwak 
yields an aromatic coffee with much less bitterness.

It is widely noted as the most expensive coffee in the world with prices reaching over 400 dollars a kilo.
 

TASTE PROFILE: Aromatic, earthy and without any bitterness.

REGION :  Asia
CERTIFICATION(S) : Humaniterra & Aliment préparé au Québec 

FORMATS AVAILABLE:

KOPI LUWAK

RARE & EXOTIC COFFEE

250 GR125 GR

To place an order: commercial@terracaf.ca or 514 381 2571 Extension: 221

tmtm


